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The fast and easy way to learn ASP.NET 2.0

Get up to speed on ASP.NET 2.0 in no time using this easy-to-follow guide. ASP.NET 2.0 Demystified shows you how to write server-side components for dynamic, interactive web pages and powerful web-based applications. Step-by-step instructions with lots of examples help you learn quickly.

First, you’ll find out how web applications and programming languages work, then you’ll learn the fundamentals of ASP.NET 2.0, including forms, objects, and variables. Next, it’s on to generating dynamic web pages, using databases, managing sessions, handling errors, and debugging programs. Featuring end-of-chapter quizzes and a final exam, this book will have you programming in ASP.NET 2.0 right away.

Simple enough for a beginner, but challenging enough for an advanced student, ASP.NET 2.0 Demystified is your shortcut to mastering this powerful web development tool. 

This one of a kind self-teaching text offers:

	An easy way to understand ASP.NET 2.0 
	A quiz at the end of each chapter 
	A final exam at the end of the book 
	No unnecessary technical jargon 
	A time-saving approach



About the Author
   Jim Keogh (Ridgefield Park, NJ) is a Columbia University Faculty member and teaches Java programming along with other computer science courses. Keogh has spent decades developing applications for major corporations and is the author of over 55 books, including Java, OOP & Data Structures Demystified.
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Networking: A Beginner's Guide, Sixth EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2013

	Current, essential IT networking skills--made easy!


	Thoroughly revised to cover the latest technologies, this practical resource provides you with a solid foundation in networking fundamentals. Networking: A Beginner's Guide, Sixth Edition discusses wired and wireless network design, configuration, hardware, protocols,...
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Long-Term Preservation of Digital Documents: Principles and PracticesSpringer, 2006
Key to our culture is that we can disseminate information, and then maintain and access it over time. While we are rapidly advancing from vulnerable physical solutions to superior, digital media, preserving and using data over the long term involves complicated research challenges and organization efforts.

Uwe Borghoff and his coauthors...
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The Palgrave Handbook of Minority Languages and CommunitiesPalgrave Macmillan, 2019

	
		This Handbook is an in-depth appraisal of the field of minority languages and communities today. It presents a wide-ranging, coherent picture of the main topics, with key contributions from international specialists in sociolinguistics, policy studies, sociology, anthropology and law. Individual chapters are grouped together in themes,...
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Understanding Intracardiac EGMs and ECGsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
This practical “how-to” manual for interpreting electrograms and understanding how they relate to the more easily understood/obtained electrocardiogram (ECG) is designed to be used in electrophysiology laboratories and during preparation for certification tests. Clear enough to be understood by the novice, this inexpensive paperback...
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SQL in a Nutshell (In a Nutshell (O'Reilly))O'Reilly, 2008

	
		For programmers, analysts, and database administrators, SQL in a Nutshell is the essential reference for the SQL language used in today's most popular database products. This new edition clearly documents every SQL command according to the latest ANSI standard, and details how those commands are implemented in Microsoft...
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SUSE Linux Toolbox: 1000+ Commands for openSUSE and SUSE Linux EnterpriseJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
After you’ve had some experience with Linux, you don’t need someone telling you to click the Help button for help or drag a file to the Trash icon to delete it. What you need is a reference book that shows you powerful commands and options that let you take hold of your Linux system, as well as the processes, users, storage media,...
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